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Pierre 

1.3 Anyone ____________: There are rumors that 
Darrin’s construction company does well because 
they put lots of Styrofoam blocks in the foundation 
molds so they don't have to pour as much concrete. It 
passed inspection, perhaps because Darrin and the 
inspector were such good friends. 
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 1.7 Pierre or Anyone ____________: If you aren't 
Pierre, say I heard Pierre say, “I filmed the video 
showing Darrin’s bad business practices. But I didn’t 
have anything to do with his disappearance. Although 
he deserves it. I tell everyone to call me ‘Pierre.’ But 
Darrin always calls me ‘Peter’ even though he knows 
it annoys me.” © MerriMysteries.com     

1.18 Anyone ____________: Darrin thinks that 
everyone who lives in New York is evil and that 
because his son had been evil in his eyes by getting 
the anti-war tattoo, that’s where he belongs.  
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 1.25 Anyone ____________ (except Fitz): I heard 
one family woke up to find a demolition ball in their 
living room. They were cousins of Fitz’s. They hadn’t 
even received an eviction notice. 
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2.15 Anyone ____________(except Fitz): Fitz – I 
saw you looking very angry a few months back at the 
hardware store where you work. You were speaking 
with Darrin about a shipment of steel girders that he 
was refusing to pay for.  
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 2.24 Pierre: If someone asks why you and Darrin 
argued, say: I designed Darrin’s new apartment 
block. He said he wouldn’t use me again unless I 
made the toilets smaller. I told him I couldn’t make 
them any smaller or people would bang their heads 
whenever they got up off the seat. 
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2.28 Pierre: If someone asks you about an award, 
say: Yes. It was an award for the best-designed block 
of condos. I had to pay the submission fee myself, 
because Darrin wouldn’t even though it was for his 
building. He’s never even complemented me on it, 
although his sales people now use it as a selling point. 
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 2.30 Anyone ____________ (except Dr. Babs): Dr. 
Babs – I heard there had been an outbreak locally of 
dengue fever and you blamed Darrin for it.  
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3.9 Anyone ____________(except Dr. Babs): Dr. 
Babs – just before the parade, I saw you putting a 
bunch of bandages into the bag you were carrying 
during the parade. Were you going to use those to tie 
Darrin up?  
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 3.13 Pierre or Anyone ____________: If you aren't 
Pierre, say I heard Pierre say, “No. It just happened 
to be close to my office, so I could dash back to work 
afterwards. Even though we are closed for the Mardi 
Gras holiday, I still had some urgent work to finish.” 
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3.16 Pierre or Anyone ____________: If you aren't 
Pierre, say I heard Pierre say, I heard Pierre say: “I 
got bored watching the parade. I went back to the 
office. I had so much work to do.” 
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 3.27 Anyone ____________(except Duchess Dinah): 
Duchess Dinah – you were wandering through the 
crowds collecting for one of your charities. So, it 
would have been easy for you to slip into Gallier Hall, 
wouldn’t it?  
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 Extra Clues For A Large Party 

1.33 Anyone ____________: If Darrin used coconut 
fiber instead of Styrofoam in the foundations, it would 
be a whole lot better for the environment. 
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 1.34 Anyone ____________: Darrin was the one that 
came up with the idea of spraying Agent Orange 
everywhere in Vietnam. 
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1.35 Anyone ____________: Darrin uses cheap 
illegal labor as much as he can because he’s stingy. 
Most of his workers earn less each year than he 
spends each week on his risky share deals.  
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 1.36 Anyone ____________: Darrin has paid off a 
few of the local immigration inspectors so he can get 
away with using illegal labor.  
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2.33 Anyone ____________: I saw Darrin at a fast-
food place a week after his heart attack pigging out on 
French fries. And I’ve seen him in his car circling 
three times rather than parking and walking two 
blocks to his office. He’s that lazy even though he’s 
had a heart attack and needs to walk more. 
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 2.34 Anyone ____________: Darrin seems to know 
about foreclosures even before the bank has told the 
borrowers that are involved.  
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2. 35 Anyone ____________: I’ve seen Darrin’s wife 
walking all over town, rain, hail or shine. Sometimes 
she’s lugging food back. Darrin certainly never goes 
out of his way to offer her a ride. 
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 2.36 Anyone ____________: I heard Darrin’s son is 
living in Jersey Shore above a drug store and that he 
hates it and wants to come back to New Orleans. 
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3.33 Anyone ____________ (except Zelda): It was a 
cold day today. Zelda wouldn’t have needed any ice 
packs under her costume.  
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 3.34 Anyone ____________ (except Fitz): Fire 
blankets are tiny. But Fitz looked really padded up 
under his white robe. And after Fitz put out his 
flames, he ducked off into a side street next to Gallier 
Hall. 
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3.35 Anyone ____________ (except Dr. Babs): It was 
my cousin that fainted and was revived by Dr. Babs. 
But I know that my cousin works as a medical sales 
rep and that she often visits Dr. Babs.  
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 3.36 Anyone ____________ (except Maid Coralie): 
The Maid’s hat is big and it looked like she had it 
stuffed full of stuff.  
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